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Patient Intake Management

Phreesia helps CCPN practices maximize efficiency, boost 
time-of-service collections and enhance care through the 
collection of critical patient-reported outcomes and clinical 
screenings. Our platform automates time-consuming tasks 
for your staff and gives your patients an individualized 
experience at every visit. 

Community Care 
Physician Network 
(CCPN)

CCPN organizations use  
Phreesia to successfully:

Digitize intake and reduce paper waste  
by asking the right questions to the right 
patients at the right time

Collect information about social 
determinants of health that influence 
patients’ access to care, quality of life  
and overall health outcomes 

Automate insurance verification with 
real-time eligibility checks that sync 
with 900+ payers

Eliminate awkward conversations at 
the front desk by letting patients make 
payments from anywhere—at home, 
on the go or in your office

Try Phreesia at no cost. We cover your implementation  
and training fees—and you’ll enjoy no subscription charges  
for your first four months. Learn more at Phreesia.com/CCPN.

Close gaps in care and meet quality 
measures with targeted patient outreach

“Prior to using Phreesia’s social  
determinants of health screening tool,  

we had no way of knowing if patients were 
struggling to pay for food unless they 

shared that with us voluntarily. Now, we use 
Phreesia to screen patients for these needs 
during online mobile check-in, which offers 

them a greater level of privacy to answer 
sensitive questions and is a critical reason 

why the screenings have been so effective.” 

– Sarah Holder, RN, Clinical Director,  
Raleigh Pediatric Associates
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Key results from Phreesia clients

91% of payments  
owed are collected  
at the time of service

Save 5+ minutes 
of staff time per visit when 
patients check themselves in

96% of patients  
are satisfied with their  
Phreesia experience

85% of patients  
check themselves in

https://www.phreesia.com/ccpn/?utm_source=pdf&utm_medium=one_pager&utm_destinationmedium=product_lp&utm_campaign=provider&utm_vendor=phreesia&utm_audience1=cross_market&utm_content=ccpn_1pager&utm_date=november_17_22

